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"If journalists cannot be trusted to guarantee confidentiality, then journalists cannot function and there cannot be a free press." – Judith Miller

I. Introduction

Over the past few years, as the number of subpoenas against members of the press has risen and as the Obama Administration has engaged in an unprecedented crackdown against leakers of purportedly classified information, a familiar story has arisen: A journalist gets a great tip from an unnamed source and publishes an article based on the information. Shortly thereafter, the information becomes the subject of a criminal probe, and a prosecutor subpoenas the journalist to testify. The journalist refuses, claiming a privilege to refuse to identify the identity of the confidential source or any other information gathered in the course of reporting the story. In the end, the journalist winds up behind bars.\(^2\)

The courts, state legislatures, and Congress have wrestled for years with whether the law should afford the journalist-protagonist in that story with any form of protection from compelled disclosure. Because neither the Supreme Court nor Congress has definitively answered the question, a hodgepodge of different rules has been developed, with a dizzying array of balancing tests, definitions, and exceptions. The result is that a source's identity might be protected in one federal circuit and unprotected in another; it might be protected in state proceedings, but unprotected in the federal courts. What is more, the uncertainty created by the lack of a uniform standard destroys the effectiveness of any one state's or court's guarantee of confidentiality.

With the federal courts of appeals becoming increasingly less likely to provide

---

2. See, e.g., id. (describing former New York Times reporter Judith Miller, who spent 85 days in prison for failing to identify a confidential source).
journalists with protection, the time has come for Congress to settle this uncertainty by enacting a federal shield law, providing journalists with a statutory privilege from divulging their sources or other information obtained while newsgathering. This paper provides lawmakers with a framework to follow in drafting a law that best promotes the underlying purpose of the privilege – maintaining the free flow of information to the public – while recognizing the need to compel journalists to testify in certain extraordinary situations. Part II will explore the history of the journalist privilege, tracking its journey to the Supreme Court in *Branzburg v. Hayes*\(^3\) and explaining how the privilege has gained wide recognition despite the Supreme Court’s rejection of it in *Branzburg*. This Part also examines the shield laws that exist in 40 states and the various proposals that Congress has considered since 2005. Part III analyzes the current state of the law and lays out the arguments in favor of enacting a statutory shield law, as opposed to leaving this issue for resolution in the federal courts. Part IV attempts to answer the most difficult questions lawmakers will face in crafting a workable shield law, namely how to define “journalists” for purpose of the privilege and which exceptions should be recognized. Finally, a draft version of the proposal, the News Media Confidentiality Act of 2013, is set forth in Appendix A.

II. Brief History

Journalists have asserted an interest in maintaining confidentiality with their sources since at least colonial times.\(^4\) Notably, in the 1720s, Benjamin Franklin’s older brother James, a newspaper editor, was jailed for a month when he declined to divulge

---

3. 408 U.S. 665 (1972)
the name of the author of an article that criticized the Massachusetts assembly. Ten years later, New York editor John Peter Zenger was indicted for seditious libel after publishing a series of anonymous articles critical of the colonial governor of New York. At trial, Zenger steadfastly refused to identify the articles’ authors because, in his view, doing so would disrupt his freedom to “oppose arbitrary power . . . by speaking and writing truth.”

The earliest parallel to the modern journalist privilege cases came in 1812, when Congress held an Alexandria Herald editor in contempt for failing to reveal his confidential source during a Congressional hearing. The first reported case, however, did not arise until 1848. In that case, Ex Parte Nugent, a New York Herald reporter was held in contempt of the Senate when he refused to disclose the name of the person who had leaked him a confidential draft of a proposed treaty to end the Mexican-American War. When asked how he had obtained the secret document, the reporter responded, “I consider myself bound in honor not to answer.” According to one author, the case “had all the hallmarks of privilege cases of a later era” and the reporter eventually became “a martyr among his colleagues while holding fast to his promise of confidentiality.”

Similar cases appeared with some regularity in the latter half of the 19th century,

---

5. Id. at 110 (citing THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF BENJAMIN FRANKLIN, 23-24 (1936)).
6. Id. at 111.
7. Id. at 112.
10. Id.
12. Shepard, supra note 1, at 122.
as both the courts and legislatures demanded disclosure of confidential sources in a variety of proceedings.\textsuperscript{13} Like the \textit{Nugent} case, these cases drew ire from journalists and solidified support for a journalist privilege analogous to that afforded to other professionals.\textsuperscript{14} By the early-to-mid-20\textsuperscript{th} century, journalists had advanced several legal theories in support of the privilege, most of which were grounded in their ethical duty to maintain promises of confidentiality.\textsuperscript{15} The courts, however, were generally not receptive to the journalists' arguments, as there was without question no journalist privilege under the common law.\textsuperscript{16} Having been faced with those defeats, in the 1950s, journalists sought to ground the privilege in something less fleeting, and for the first time took refuge in the First Amendment's Freedom of the Press clause in support of the privilege.\textsuperscript{17}

\textbf{A. \textit{Branzburg v. Hayes}}

In 1972, the Supreme Court seemingly sounded a death knell for a First Amendment-based journalist privilege in \textit{Branzburg v. Hayes}.\textsuperscript{18} The named petitioner, Paul Branzburg, was a reporter for the \textit{Louisville Courier-Journal} who had written an article describing his firsthand account of two men making hashish.\textsuperscript{19} Branzburg published the article on the condition that he not reveal the identities of the article's subjects, and when Branzburg was subpoenaed by a state grand jury, he refused to name the men.\textsuperscript{20} The Kentucky courts eventually compelled him to testify.\textsuperscript{21} Two years after

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{13} 23 Charles Alan Wright & Kenneth W. Graham, Jr., \textit{Federal Practice & Procedure: Federal Rules of Evidence} § 5426 (1st ed.).
  \item \textsuperscript{14} \textit{See generally} Shepard, \textit{supra} note 1, at 123-125.
  \item \textsuperscript{15} \textit{Id.}
  \item \textsuperscript{16} Wright & Graham, \textit{supra} note 13.
  \item \textsuperscript{17} \textit{See} Garland v. Torre, 259 F.2d 545, 547-48 (2d Cir. 1958).
  \item \textsuperscript{18} 408 U.S. 665 (1972).
  \item \textsuperscript{19} \textit{Id.} at 667.
  \item \textsuperscript{20} \textit{Id.} at 668.
  \item \textsuperscript{21} \textit{Id.} at 668-69.
\end{itemize}
Branzburg's first story appeared, he published another exposé on the "drug scene" in Frankfurt, Kentucky, which was based on interviews with anonymous drug users.\textsuperscript{22} When called before a second grand jury, Branzburg again refused to reveal his sources' identities, and the Kentucky Court of Appeals again found that he had no basis for doing so.\textsuperscript{23}

On appeal to the Supreme Court, Branzburg's two cases were combined with two others involving reporters who had covered the Black Panthers and refused to divulge information they learned through their reporting.\textsuperscript{24} All three reporters claimed that the First Amendment afforded them a privilege from having to offer testimony concerning confidential information and confidential sources. The heart of their argument was that sources would be deterred from talking to them in the absence of a privilege, and thus, their ability to keep the public aware of important news would be restricted.\textsuperscript{25}

In a sweeping decision written by Justice Byron White, a 5-4 Court rejected the reporters' claim and held that the First Amendment does not allow journalists to refuse to testify before a grand jury.\textsuperscript{26} According to Justice White, the reporters' argument that confidential sources would be deterred from coming forward in the future was largely speculative and "fail[ed] to demonstrate that there would be a significant construction of the flow of news to the public if this Court reaffirms the prior common-law and constitutional rule regarding the testimonial obligations of newsmen."\textsuperscript{27} As the Court explained, the journalist privilege had no historical antecedent in the Constitution or the

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{22} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{23} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{24} Id. at 672, 679.
\item \textsuperscript{25} Id. at 679-80.
\item \textsuperscript{26} Id. at 690.
\item \textsuperscript{27} Id. at 693-94.
\end{itemize}
common law, yet the press remained vibrant.\textsuperscript{28} The Court also reasoned that the reporters' argument rested on a simplistic view of the journalist-source relationship because their argument ignored that confidential sources often rely on the press to amplify their views or get a certain message out to the public.\textsuperscript{29} Thus, even without a privilege, they would need to continue to come forward. The Court noted, however, that even if the reporters could have substantiated their claims with hard data, the public's interest in law enforcement outweighed any incidental and uncertain effect on the newsgathering that might result in the absence of a privilege.\textsuperscript{30}

After dismantling much of the reporters' argument, Justice White offered them a bit of consolation. First, he made clear that Congress was permitted to enact a statutory journalist privilege,\textsuperscript{31} and the same was true for the states.\textsuperscript{32} Second, Justice White explained that, even without a privilege, the press does still have certain First Amendment protections in the grand jury context.\textsuperscript{33} Bad faith grand jury investigations, the Justice reasoned, run afoul of those protections, and courts should quash subpoenas "undertaken not for purposes of law enforcement but to disrupt a reporter's relationship with his news sources . . . ."\textsuperscript{34}

Justice Powell joined the majority in rejecting the reporters' privilege argument but authored an "enigmatic,"\textsuperscript{35} one-paragraph concurring opinion to underscore the

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{28} Id. at 698–99 ("From the beginning of our country the press has operated without constitutional protection for press informants, and the press has flourished.").
\item \textsuperscript{29} Id. at 694–95. The Court described the relationship between journalists and their sources as "a symbiotic one which is unlikely to be greatly inhibited by the threat of subpoena: quite often, such informants are members of a minority political or cultural group that relies heavily on the media to propagate its views, publicize its aims, and magnify its exposure to the public." Id.
\item \textsuperscript{30} Id. at 690–91, 695.
\item \textsuperscript{31} Id. at 706.
\item \textsuperscript{32} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{33} Id. at 707.
\item \textsuperscript{34} Id. 707–08
\item \textsuperscript{35} Id. at 725 (Stewart, J., dissenting).
\end{itemize}
narrowness of the majority’s holding.36 After reiterating the majority’s view that official government abuse of the press is intolerable,37 Powell further explained that journalists who believe they are the subjects of such abuse must have access to the courts on a motion to quash.38 Then, in a passage that has confounded lawyers, judges, and scholars alike for forty years, Powell appeared to invite courts to employ a balancing test to determine whether a privilege should be recognized in future cases:

The asserted claim to privilege should be judged on its facts by the striking of a proper balance between freedom of the press and the obligation of all citizens to give relevant testimony with respect to criminal conduct. The balance of these vital constitutional and societal interests on a case-by-case basis accords with the tried and traditional way of adjudicating such questions. In short, the courts will be available to newsmen under circumstances where legitimate First Amendment interests require protection.39

B. The Courts of Appeals’ Retreat from Branzburg

In the years following Branzburg, something curious happened.40 Despite the Supreme Court’s clear rejection of the three journalists’ claim of privilege in Branzburg, a number of the federal circuit courts of appeals nonetheless afforded journalists some form of First Amendment-based protection from having to reveal the identities of their confidential sources.41 Some courts did so by treating Branzburg as a plurality opinion and looking to Justice Powell’s concurrence for guidance.42 According to these courts,

36. Id. at 709 (Powell, J., concurring).
37. Id. at 709-10.
38. Id. at 710.
39. Id. at 710.
40. Wright & Graham, supra note 13. As Wright and Graham explained, “while Congress was contemplating some legislative answer to Branzburg, the federal courts were responding to the decision in a most remarkable fashion. The ink was scarcely dry on Justice White’s majority opinion when the process of distinguishing it began.” Id.
41. See, e.g., Bruno & Stillman, Inc. v. Globe Newspaper Corp., 633 F.2d 583, 595-96 (1st Cir. 1980); von Bulow v. von Bulow, 811 F.2d 136, 142 (2d Cir. 1987); Riley v. City of Chester, 612 F.2d 708, 715 (3d Cir. 1979); Shoen v. Shoen, 5 F.3d 1289, 1292-93 (9th Cir. 1993).
42. See In re Selcraig, 705 F.2d 789, 792 (5th Cir. 1983) (recognizing a qualified journalist privilege based on a “careful reading of the plurality and concurring opinions in Branzburg”).
because Justice Powell’s vote was needed to achieve a majority, his opinion was actually controlling and provided journalists with at least some First Amendment-based protection.\textsuperscript{43} Other courts suggested that, even setting aside Justice Powell’s opinion, the \textit{Branzburg} majority actually outright created a privilege.\textsuperscript{44} Still others simply disregarded \textit{Branzburg} and recognized a journalist privilege without ever squaring it with the Supreme Court’s holding.\textsuperscript{45} As Charles Alan Wright has observed, “[s]o complete was the denigration of White’s opinion that five years after it was written, a federal court could say that the existence of the First Amendment privilege is no longer in doubt.”\textsuperscript{46}

More recently, the courts have also looked beyond the Constitution in order to afford journalists protection. In particular, Federal Rule of Evidence 501, which was enacted three years after \textit{Branzburg} was decided, provides that courts may look to the common law, as interpreted in light of “reason and experience,” to decide a claim of privilege in criminal cases and civil cases arising under federal law.\textsuperscript{47} The rule, as originally proposed by the Advisory Committee on the Rules of Evidence, provided nine enumerated privileges that the federal courts would be required to recognize.\textsuperscript{48} In response to intense public scrutiny, however, Congress expressly rejected the Advisory Committee’s draft rule and opted to leave the rule open-ended instead of freezing the

\begin{footnotes}
\item[43] See \textit{id.; but see} McKevitt v. Pallasch, 339 F.3d 530, 531-32 (7th Cir. 2003) (“[M]aybe [Powell’s] opinion should be taken to state the view of the majority of the Justices – though this is uncertain, because Justice Powell purported to join Justice White’s “majority” opinion.”).
\item[44] See, \textit{e.g.}, Shoen, 5 F.3d at 1292; von Bulow, 811 F.2d at 142.
\item[45] See, \textit{e.g.}, In re Madden, 151 F.3d 125, 128-29 (3d Cir. 1998) (making no mention of \textit{Branzburg} in its discussion of the journalist privilege).
\item[46] Wright & Graham, \textit{supra} note 13 (internal quotation omitted).
\item[47] \textit{FED. R. EVID.} 501.
\item[48] In re Grand Jury Impaneled January 21, 1975, 541 F.2d 373, 379 n.11 (3d Cir. 1976).
\end{footnotes}
law of privileges at a certain point.\textsuperscript{49} The rule’s legislative history makes clear that its proponents believed the rule would allow courts to adopt the privilege that the \textit{Branzburg} Court had recently rejected.\textsuperscript{50} Several courts of appeals have accepted Congress’ invitation and adopted a journalist privilege rooted in the common law.\textsuperscript{51} However, because the lower courts have been left to their own devices, with no guidance from the Supreme Court besides \textit{Branzburg}, the scope of the privilege differs greatly among the circuits. Some of the courts of appeals have limited the privilege only to civil cases.\textsuperscript{52} Others have applied it in criminal trials, but have refused to allow reporters to withhold testimony or other relevant evidence from a good faith grand jury investigation.\textsuperscript{53} At least one federal district court has sidestepped \textit{Branzburg} completely and held that a qualified journalist privilege applies in grand jury proceedings, as well.\textsuperscript{54}

Furthermore, although the courts uniformly agree that if the privilege exists, it is a qualified one that can be overcome by a proper showing of relevancy and need,\textsuperscript{55} the application of the privilege often varies depending on the type of case. For example, courts in the Third Circuit have stressed that the privilege is much more difficult to

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{49} \textit{Id.}; Jaffee v. Redmond, 518 U.S. 1, 8 (1996) (“The Rule thus did not freeze the law governing the privileges of witnesses in federal trials at a particular point in our history, but rather directed federal courts to continue the evolutionary development of testimonial privileges.”) (Internal quotation omitted).
\item \textsuperscript{50} Riley v. City of Chester, 612 F.2d 708, 714 n.6 (3d Cir. 1979) (quoting 120 Cong. Rec. H12253-54 (daily ed. Dec. 18, 1974) (statement of Rep. Hungate)) (explaining that Rule 501 “permits the courts to develop a privilege for newspaperpeople on a case-by-case basis”).
\item \textsuperscript{51} \textit{Id.} at 715.
\item \textsuperscript{52} \textit{See, e.g.}, United States v. Smith, 135 F.3d 963, 969 (5th Cir. 1998).
\item \textsuperscript{53} \textit{Compare} Farr v. Pitchess, 522 F.2d 464, 468 (9th Cir. 1975) (recognizing privilege in criminal trials but holding that it had to yield to the defendant’s right to a fair trial) \textit{with} In re Grand Jury Proceedings, 5 F.3d 397, 400 (9th Cir. 1993) (refusing to apply privilege in grand jury proceeding).
\item \textsuperscript{54} \textit{See} In re Williams, 766 F. Supp. 358, 367 (W.D. Pa. 1991), \textit{affd without opinion}, 963 F.2d 567 (3d Cir. 1992).
\item \textsuperscript{55} \textit{See, e.g.}, N.Y. Times v. Gonzales, 459 F.3d 160, 169 (2d Cir. 2006) (declining to reach question of existence of privilege but holding that “any such privilege would be qualified one”); United States v. Cuthbertson, 630 F.2d 139, 148 (3d Cir. 1980) (recognizing qualified privilege in criminal cases).
\end{itemize}
overcome in civil cases than in post-indictment criminal cases. The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals has likewise explained that the privilege will generally not be overcome in civil cases.

The lower federal courts have also disagreed on the type of information covered by the privilege. Every federal appellate court that has recognized the privilege has held that it at least protects the identity of a confidential source. At the other end of the spectrum, the courts have also determined that a reporter who actually witnesses a crime subject to a grand jury investigation may not invoke the privilege and refuse to testify as to what she saw. In between those two poles, there is no consensus as to whether the privilege covers both confidential and non-confidential information and sources, or whether the privilege extends to unpublished journalist “work product,” such as notes, recorded interviews, drafts of articles, and video outtakes produced in the course of reporting a news story.

Moreover, the courts of appeals have adopted different standards depending on the status of the person seeking to compel disclosure. When a criminal defendant seeks to compel a reporter to testify as to the identity of a confidential source, he typically has


57. See Shoen v. Shoen, 48 F.3d 412, 416 (9th Cir. 1995) (explaining that “in the ordinary case the civil litigant’s interest in disclosure should yield to the journalist’s privilege”) (internal quotation omitted).

58. See, e.g., Cuthbertson, 630 F.2d at 147.

59. See, e.g., United States v. Cutler, 6 F.3d 67, 73 (2d Cir. 1993) (holding that the privilege does not protect a reporter who witnesses criminal activity); Riley v. City of Chester, 612 F.2d 708, 716 (3d Cir. 1979) (internal citation omitted) (quashing subpoena against journalists but noting that “[t]his is not a case where the reporter witnessed events which are the subject of grand jury investigations into criminal conduct”).

60. Compare Gonzales v. Nat'l Broadcasting Co., 194 F.3d 29, 33 (2d Cir. 1998) (holding that the privilege protecting press materials from disclosures applies to non-confidential as well as to confidential materials) with United States v. Smith, 135 F.3d 963, 972 (5th Cir. 1998) (refusing to recognize a reporter's privilege for non-confidential information because “the existence of confidential relationship that the law should foster is critical to the establishment of a privilege”).

61. See United States v. LaRouche Campaign, 841 F.2d 1176, 1181 (1st Cir. 1988).
a lesser burden of proof out of concern for preserving his Fifth Amendment rights.\(^{62}\) Similarly, the privilege will usually give way in a defamation lawsuit where the plaintiff must present evidence of the journalist’s state of mind at the time of publication.\(^{63}\) However, in cases in which the government or an ordinary civil litigant seeks disclosure, most courts apply a variation of a heightened standard, under which the person seeking to compel disclosure must show that the information sought (1) is relevant, (2) is not available by other means, and (3) necessary to properly develop the case.\(^{64}\) The final point of contention among the courts involves determining who is covered by the privilege. Few courts have actually wrestled with the difficult task of defining the term “journalist” for purposes of applying the privilege.\(^{65}\) In one fairly recent case, however, *Obsidian Finance Group, LLC v. Cox*,\(^{66}\) a federal court in Oregon concluded that an “investigative blogger” was not entitled to invoke the privilege because she was not affiliated with a traditional media outlet.\(^{67}\) Other courts have taken a broader, more functional approach, reasoning that the journalist privilege is not designed to protect only the institutional media like newspapers or television networks, but instead to protect the process of investigative journalism, more broadly.\(^{68}\) Accordingly, some courts have held that as long as the person claiming protection under the privilege is “engaged in investigative reporting, gathering news,” and intends to

---

\(^{62}\) *See United States v. Cruden*, 633 F.2d 346, 358 (9th Cir. 1980).

\(^{63}\) *See Miller v. Transamerica Press, Inc.*, 621 F.2d 721, 725 (5th Cir. 1980) (holding the journalist privilege must yield in a libel case where plaintiff sought to compel disclosure of the identity of a confidential source of the defendant journalists).

\(^{64}\) *LaRouche v. Nat’l Broadcasting Co.*, 780 F.2d 1134, 1139 (4th Cir. 1986).

\(^{65}\) *See In re Madden*, 151 F.3d 125, 128 (3d Cir. 1998) (“We have found few cases that discuss who, beyond those employed by the traditional media, has status to raise the journalist’s privilege.”)


\(^{67}\) *Id.* at *1.

\(^{68}\) *In re Madden*, 151 F.3d 125, 129 (3d Cir. 1998).
disseminate what he gathers to the public, he is covered by the privilege.\textsuperscript{69}

C. Re-finding \textit{Branzburg}

In the past decade, judicial support for the journalist privilege has begun to fade.\textsuperscript{70} For example, in an influential 2003 case, \textit{McKevitt v. Pallasch}, the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals refused to recognize a privilege for non-confidential material obtained during a journalistic investigation.\textsuperscript{71} Writing for the Court, Judge Richard Posner called the rationale of his sister circuits that have recognized the privilege into direct question; in light of \textit{Branzburg}, “these courts may be skating on thin ice,” he wrote.\textsuperscript{72} Moreover, Judge Posner seemed generally dismissive of the idea that journalists should be afforded greater protection in any circumstances – even in cases involving confidential sources – and noted that a journalist, like anyone else, may always seek to quash a subpoena that is issued in bad faith.\textsuperscript{73} As a result, Judge Posner’s decision may have significantly altered the state of federal law regarding the journalist privilege.\textsuperscript{74}

Three years later, in a case involving \textit{New York Times} reporter Judith Miller, the D.C. Circuit relied on \textit{Branzburg} and declined to recognize a First-Amended based journalist privilege in the grand jury context.\textsuperscript{75} Miller also claimed protection under Federal Rule of Evidence 501, and the three-judge panel could not agree on the

\textsuperscript{69} Id. at 130.
\textsuperscript{70} See Lucy Daiglish & Casey Murray, \textit{D\'ej\'a Vu All Over Again: How a Generation of Gains in Federal Reporter’s Privilege Law Is Being Reversed}, 29 U. ARK. LITTLE ROCK L. REV. 13, 39 (2006) (explaining that “[s]ince [2003], the media has lost much of the ground it gained since \textit{Branzburg}”). This diminished support is partially born of the courts’ growing concern about leaks to the media of highly classified counterterrorism information. \textit{See, e.g.}, In re Grand Jury Subpoena, Judith Miller, 438 F.3d 1141, 1142-43 (D.C. Cir. 2006).
\textsuperscript{71} McKevitt v. Pallasch, 339 F.3d 530, 532-33 (7th Cir. 2003).
\textsuperscript{72} Id. at 533.
\textsuperscript{73} Id. at 533.
\textsuperscript{74} Daiglish & Murray, supra note 70, at 39.
\textsuperscript{75} Miller, 438 F.3d at 1145.
existence of a common law privilege.76 One judge rejected the privilege outright, finding that Branzburg was as decisive as the Rule 501 issue as it was the First Amendment issues.77 The other two judges on the panel disagreed, but nonetheless found that if the privilege existed, it would be subject to a balancing test and disclosure would still be compelled.78 Finally, in 2012, the First Circuit Court of Appeals joined the growing list of courts that have interpreted Branzburg as foreclosing the journalist privilege under either the First Amendment or the common law.79

D. State Shield Laws

In Branzburg, the Court noted that there was “merit in leaving state legislatures free . . . to fashion their own standards” regarding the journalist privilege.80 In the past forty years, the states have done just that. When the Branzburg Court was writing in 1972, just seventeen states recognized a journalist privilege.81 In the immediate wake of Branzburg, nine more states adopted statutory privileges.82 Today, forty states along with the District of Columbia have statutory shield laws.83 Under Federal Rule of Evidence 501, these laws apply in state proceedings as well as proceedings in federal court based on diversity jurisdiction.

---

76. Id. at 1150 (explaining that “[t]he Court is not of one mind on the existence of a common law privilege”).
77. Id. at 1154 (Sentelle, J., concurring). Judge Sentelle found Branzburg “to be as dispositive of the question of common law privilege as it is of a First Amendment privilege.” Id. He argued that it would make “little sense” for the Supreme Court to “reach[] out to take a constitutional question” that would not need answering if a common law privilege existed. Id. Thus, he called it “indisputable that the High Court rejected a common law privilege in the same breath as its rejection of such a privilege based on the First Amendment.” Id.
78. Id. at 1150.
79. In re Request from United Kingdom Pursuant to Treaty Between Gov’t of U.S. & Gov’t of United Kingdom on Mut. Assistance in Criminal Matters in the Matter of Dolours Price, 685 F.3d 1, 16 (1st Cir. 2012).
81. Id. at 689 n.27.
82. Wright & Graham, supra note 13.
The statutes differ from state to state in terms of their coverage and scope. Sixteen states provide absolute protection for the identity of a confidential source, or information that could enable someone to determine the source’s identity. In the remaining states, the standard for piercing the privilege is fairly high, typically requiring a showing of some combination of relevance and need. Exceptions for eyewitness observations by journalists and for libel defendants also exist in many states.

The state shield laws also diverge widely in their definition of covered entities. A number of the laws define “journalist” so that the privilege protects only those who work full-time for a newspaper or radio or television station. In these states, freelancers, authors, bloggers, and others are left out in the cold without any protection. Several states have more expansive definitions, specifically covering persons who are not reporters in the traditional sense but nonetheless earn a significant portion of their livelihood disseminating information to the public.

E. Federal Shield Law Proposals


85. See, e.g., COLO. REV. STAT. § 13-90-119(3) (providing that disclosure may be compelled upon a showing that (a) the information is “directly relevant to a substantial issue involved in the proceeding”; (b) “the news information cannot be obtained by any other reasonable means”; and (c) there is “a strong interest of the party seeking to subpoena the newsperson outweighs the interests under the first amendment to the United States constitution of such newsperson in not responding to a subpoena and of the general public in receiving news information”).

86. See, e.g., OKLA. STAT. ANN. TIT. 12, § 2506(B)(2) (providing that the privilege is inapplicable in defamation cases); WEST’S N.C. GEN. STAT. ANN. § 8-53.11(d) (2012) (providing that “a journalist has no privilege against disclosure of any information . . . obtained as a result of the journalist’s eyewitness observations . . .”).

87. See, e.g., ARIZ. REV. STAT. ANN. § 12-2237 (defining journalist as “[a] person engaged in newspaper, radio, television or reportorial work, or connected with or employed by a newspaper, radio, or television station . . .”).

88. See DEL. CODE ANN. TIT. 10, § 4320.
While the attempts to enact a federal journalist privilege began in the 1920s, the movement did not begin in earnest until the Supreme Court rejected the privilege in *Branzburg* and called on Congress to take action.\(^{89}\) In the immediate aftermath of *Branzburg*, Congress considered a rush of proposals. Only a day after the Supreme Court issued its opinion, the Senate considered a bill that would have created an absolute journalist privilege in both federal and state cases.\(^{90}\) Three more bills were proposed later in the 92nd Congress, none of which gained much support.\(^{91}\) Another fifty-six proposals followed in the first month of the 93rd Congress, alone, and by the end of 1973, Congress had considered more than seventy draft bills in total.\(^{92}\) In the end, none of these bills were ever given a vote in either the full House or the Senate; apparently, only one ever survived a vote in committee.\(^{93}\) By the early 1980s, thanks in part to the acceptance the privilege was gaining in the federal courts, the movement for a federal shield law began to recede.\(^{94}\)

However, a string of high-profile cases in the mid-2000s seemingly revived the movement.\(^{95}\) In 2004, then-senator Christopher Dodd of Connecticut proposed the Free Speech Protection Act of 2004,\(^{96}\) which would have created an absolute privilege for the identity of confidential sources and a qualified privilege when reporters’ “work product” was sought. In the next Congress, five additional bills were introduced, including the Free Flow of Information Act of 2005.\(^{97}\) Although none of these proposals

\(^{89}\) Wright & Graham, *supra* note 13.


\(^{91}\) *Id.*

\(^{92}\) *Id.*

\(^{93}\) *Id.*

\(^{94}\) *Id.* at 602.

\(^{95}\) See Wright & Graham, *supra* note 13.


ever made it out of committee, they reignited the discussion on the need for federal legislation and ushered in a wave of Congressional hearings in which journalists and media advocates decried the current state of affairs. 98 They would also form the basis for many of the subsequent legislative efforts.

In 2007, supporters of a federal shield law saw their first minor legislative victory. In response to the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals’ decision in the Miller case, identical bills known as the Free Flow of Information Act of 2007 99 were introduced in the House and Senate. The House passed the measure with overwhelming support in October 2011. 100 Its version of the bill would have both covered confidential and non-confidential information, and defined a “journalist” as

a person who regularly gathers, prepares, collects, photographs, records, writes, edits, reports, or publishes news or information that concerns local, national, or international events or other matters of public interest for dissemination to the public for a substantial portion of the person’s livelihood or for substantial financial gain and includes a supervisor, employer, parent, subsidiary, or affiliate of such covered person. 101

Importantly, the privilege would have only been qualified: a covered journalist could have been compelled to testify if a court determined that the party seeking disclosure had exhausted all reasonable alternative sources for the information. 102 Furthermore, in criminal matters, the party seeking disclosure would have been required to show that there was a reasonable basis for believing a crime had occurred and that the information was critical to the investigation, prosecution, or defense of the crime. 103 In all other cases, the party seeking to compel disclosure would have only had to prove that the

98. See Anderson Jones, supra note 90, at 606-08 (describing House and Senate hearings on the various shield law proposals).
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information was “critical” to its case.\textsuperscript{104}

The House bill also contained a several discrete exceptions under which disclosure of the identity of a confidential source would have always been compelled.\textsuperscript{105} The first exception involved situations where disclosure would be necessary to prevent an act of terrorism or other “specified harm to national security.”\textsuperscript{106} Second, disclosure would be required to identify a person who unlawfully leaked classified government information.\textsuperscript{107} Even if the information satisfied any of the enumerated exceptions, however, a court would have still been required to undertake a balancing test, weighing the interest in compelled disclosure against the public interest in newsgathering.\textsuperscript{108}

Instead of adopting S. 1267, which was identical to the House version of the bill, the Senate Judiciary Committee eventually approved a somewhat narrower measure, S. 2035.\textsuperscript{109} Specifically, the Senate bill, which never received a full floor vote, would have created three exceptions. First, the privilege would have been unavailable if the journalist obtained the information through eyewitness observations of criminal or tortious conduct.\textsuperscript{110} This exception would not have applied, however, in classified leak cases; instead, disclosure in such cases could be compelled if the government proved that the leak caused significant harm to national security.\textsuperscript{111} Second, the privilege would not have been available if a court found that the information would help in preventing an act of terrorism or significant harm to national security.\textsuperscript{112} Third, a court could have
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compelled disclosure if it was necessary to prevent death, kidnapping, or bodily harm.\textsuperscript{113} Furthermore, the Senate bill differed from the House bill in that it would have only protected information received upon a promise of confidentiality.\textsuperscript{114} The Senate's proposal also contained a different definition of "covered entity," eliminating the House's "substantial portion of the person's livelihood" requirement.\textsuperscript{115}

Additional bills were proposed in the 111\textsuperscript{th} and 112\textsuperscript{th} Congresses,\textsuperscript{116} which were largely identical to the earlier House and Senate proposals. The most recent bill, proposed by Rep. Mike Pence, was referred to committee in September 2011, where it has languished ever since without ever receiving a vote.\textsuperscript{117}

\section{III. The Problem}

Why – after the vacillating treatment the privilege has received in the courts and Congress over the last forty years – is now the time to finally provide a definitive answer to the question Paul B. B. and his two fellow journalists first brought to national attention back in the early 1970s? After all, journalists have achieved some level of success in the courts, and have won nearly every legislative battle in the states. Is the status quo really that bad?

The short answer to that question is yes, and as the pendulum in the courts swings back in favor of compelled disclosure, things might be getting even worse. It is thus as important as ever that Congress takes up this cause anew, and this time with renewed vigor. This section will first set forth the fundamental arguments in favor of affording journalists protection. Next, it will argue that the uncertainty created by the
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hodgepodge of different standards in the circuits and the states undermines the very purpose behind the privilege, thereby requiring that Congress step in to adopt a uniform rule for all federal judicial proceedings.

A. A Federal Shield Law Would Serve Important Public Interests

Three main arguments support enacting a federal shield law. First, journalists rely heavily on confidential sources to report important stories, and journalist-source relationship must be preserved in order to maintain the free flow of information to the public. Second, requiring disclosure of confidential sources runs afoul of journalistic professional standards, and thus, without protection, journalists are faced with a Catch-22: go to jail or uphold their ethics. Third, the spike in the number of subpoenas against the press seeking confidential information, along with the Obama Administration’s increased emphasis on prosecuting government whistleblowers, warrants federal legislation.

1. The Importance of Preserving the Journalist-Source Relationship

Because of the importance of maintaining confidentiality between journalists and their sources, the journalist privilege satisfies the high standard for recognizing an exception to the general rule that the courts are entitled to hear every man’s evidence.\textsuperscript{118} Testimonial privileges are rooted in the belief that certain relationships require confidence and trust in order to thrive.\textsuperscript{119} For example, as the Supreme Court explained in \textit{Jaffee v. Redmond}, in which it recognized the psychotherapist-patient privilege, effective psychiatric treatment depends on developing a relationship in which the

\textsuperscript{118}. \textit{See Jaffee v. Redmond}, 518 U.S. 1, 7-9 (1996)

\textsuperscript{119}. \textit{Id.} at 10 (discussing the attorney-client, spousal, and psychotherapist-patient privileges).
patient feels comfortable making intimate disclosures. The Court observed that the revelation of a patient’s communications could cause embarrassment and shame, and even the bare possibility of disclosure could inhibit the development of the rapport required for effective psychiatric treatment.

That same rationale is applicable with respect to the journalist privilege. Journalists have come to rely heavily on confidential sources. Professor Vincent Blasi’s definitive 1971 study on the press found that the reporters surveyed relied upon confidential sources in 22.2 percent to 34.4 percent of their stories. Others estimate that the number is much higher. No matter what the actual figure is, confidential sources are “embedded in journalism,” in small towns and big cities alike and spanning every medium.

Confidential sources allow journalists to do their jobs effectively. Especially in the context of political, national security, and military reporting, journalists must regularly rely on confidential sources to gain a better understanding of the background of the issues on which they report, which places their reporting in a more meaningful context. These reporters devote a significant amount of their time attempting to cultivate relationships and develop rapport with government officials to gather
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information that is not included in press releases or official statements.\textsuperscript{128} As Justice Douglas cautioned in his dissent in \textit{Branzburg v. Hayes},\textsuperscript{129} without being able to ensure confidentiality, a journalist’s main role would be passing along government press releases and official statements.\textsuperscript{130}

In addition to adding a depth of understanding to government reporting, confidential sources also serve an arguably more important function: that of whistleblowers, leaking confidential information about institutional misdeeds to the public. The public has a strong interest in learning about information related to government wrongdoing and corruption, which can often come only from those working in government who are typically willing to talk only if they receive a promise of confidentiality.\textsuperscript{131} Of course, the quintessential example of government whistleblower who would not have come forward in the absence of confidentiality is “Deep Throat,” the source who leaked information to the \textit{Washington Post}'s Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein that helped to expose Watergate.\textsuperscript{132} In recent years, government workers have continued to play a substantial role in unearthing government misfeasance. Anonymous government officials exposed the United States’ use of secret prisons known as “black sites,” which housed alleged-terrorist detainees in foreign countries.\textsuperscript{133} The abuse of detainees at Iraq’s Abu Ghraib prison and the Bush Administration’s unlawful domestic
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wiretap program were also uncovered via confidential informants.\textsuperscript{134} Since 2010, the international anti-secrecy organization Wikileaks, though arguably not a “journalist” in the traditional sense,\textsuperscript{135} has relied on leaks to reveal a host of other abuses, ranging from the murder of Iraqi civilians by the United States military to what goes on inside Guantanamo Bay.\textsuperscript{136}

Were journalists unable to rely on confidential sources, much of this information would have never been exposed. Many people inside government who leak potentially damaging information would face personal, professional, or even legal consequences if they were publicly identified.\textsuperscript{137} As veteran \textit{Washington Post} reporter Walter Pincus has explained, every time a source talks to him off the record, the source takes a risk that could cost him his job or worse.\textsuperscript{138} A grant of confidentiality enables a source to talk freely, reducing the chilling effect that might otherwise result.\textsuperscript{139} There are indications that the spate of high-profile cases dating to the mid-2000s has already detrimentally affected the media’s investigative abilities.\textsuperscript{140} In fact, former Knight-Ridder Washington Bureau Chief Clark Hoyt reported that his newsroom saw two stories die because
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sources got cold feet.\textsuperscript{141} The sources apparently feared that the reporter or the newspaper’s phone records would be subpoenaed in an effort to uncloak their identities.\textsuperscript{142}

Critics argue that there is no empirical evidence that this chilling effect is real.\textsuperscript{143} Admittedly, the journalist-source relationship is a complex one,\textsuperscript{144} and there is little question that some sources will continue to come forward, with or without the privilege, just as they have for hundreds of years. As critics have argued, sources probably do care most about not having their names appear in the newspaper or on the Internet the next morning.\textsuperscript{145} Nonetheless, the critics’ argument ignores that it would be incredibly difficult, if not impossible, to quantify why sources come forward and how the absence of a privilege affect their decisions.\textsuperscript{146} If sources are afraid to come forward, we never learn about them, and we cannot know why they chose to keep the information to themselves. Of course, the easiest way of answering the empirical question would be by comparing the experience of the states with a privilege with the experience of the states without a privilege, but only Wyoming lacks a privilege.\textsuperscript{147} Thus, such a comparison would be impossible.\textsuperscript{148} Furthermore, the lack of empirical proof of the efficacy of a
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privilege has not been fatal in other contexts. Instead, courts and commentators have acknowledged that evidentiary privileges are generally premised on a common sense understanding of human nature that is not necessarily subject to empirical proof. It would defy common sense to suggest that there are not situations in which potential sources, possessing information of public concern, do not hesitate when they ask themselves if they want to risk prosecution, embarrassment, prison, or some other form of retribution if they follow through with their plan.

Furthermore, the use of journalists as witnesses could lead to abuses that would further harm the freedom of the press. Media outlets may end up having to spend more time complying with or fighting subpoenas than gathering the news. Thanks to the recent uptick in the number of media subpoenas, media organizations have already been forced to expend a great deal of time and money responding to subpoenas. The media’s independence is also at stake. When the public sees a journalist hauled into court to testify, the media’s credibility takes a hit. The public might start to believe that the press is nothing more than the government’s investigative arm.

2. The Catch-22

Not only do journalists believe that confidential sources help them successfully
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do their jobs, but they also believe that they have an ethical duty to protect their sources. While the press has argued against having to identify their sources since the 1700s, the belief that this was somehow an ethical obligation did not come until later. In the mid-1850s, the newspaper industry was experiencing important changes. No longer were newspapers mere mouthpieces for the political parties, with editors reprinting materials produced by political supporters and friends. Instead, a convergence of forces – technological advances such as the advent of the telegraph, the launch of the Associated Press, a rise in political democracy, and increased emphasis of political and social equality – led editors to expound the need for objectivity and independence in reporting to attract a broader base of readers. At the same time, newspaper publishers began to believe that rather than serving partisan or sectarian ends, their work should be in the entire public’s interest.

Reporters, too, saw their roles evolving. As the number of reporters with college degrees increased throughout the late 1800s, the occupation grew in stature and respect. Reporters went from physically manning the presses and cobbling together stories from other newspapers and witness accounts to emphasizing dispassionate, eyewitness reporting. They started to view themselves as investigators pulling back a curtain on reality, focused above all on factual accuracy. More than that, for the first time, they asserted that they served an important institutional role in American society.
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– that of watchdogs, out to hold the powerful to account.\textsuperscript{163}

With the growing sense of professionalism came a belief that journalistic practices and ethics should be standardized.\textsuperscript{164} Near the turn of the century, trade magazines began publishing articles on professional standards and values.\textsuperscript{165} Colleges and universities offered an increasing number of journalism classes and developed schools of journalism, which focused on ethics and professionalism in addition to the nuts and bolts of reporting.\textsuperscript{166} Textbooks of the era also dealt extensively with the need to maintain high ethical standards and placed particular emphasis on upholding promises of confidentiality with sources.\textsuperscript{167} In the 1920s, industry associations began to propound codes of ethics.\textsuperscript{168}

Although none of the early codes specifically addressed the ethical responsibility to protect sources, by this time, journalists widely recognized a duty to do so.\textsuperscript{169} Later versions of the professional codes, therefore, incorporated that principle, and today, all of the major ethical guidelines address the journalist-source relationship to some extent. For instance, the American Society of Newspaper Editors’ “Statement of Principles” provides that “[p]ledges of confidentiality to news sources must be honored at all costs . . .”\textsuperscript{170} Likewise, the Society of Professional Journalism’s “Code of Ethics” advises journalists to “question sources’ motives before providing anonymity,” but once
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anonymity is given, journalists must "[k]eep promises." Internal newsroom policies have reflected the importance of protecting source relationships, as well.

Today, the belief that maintaining the anonymity of confidential sources has become firmly entrenched in the culture of American journalism. As one author concluded, "[i]f there is a bedrock principle among journalists, it is that a commitment to a source's anonymity must be honored at all costs." Journalists who wish to uphold that commitment should not be required to risk jail time for choosing to do so.

3. Rise in the Number of Subpoenas against the Press and the Crackdown Against Whistleblowers

Journalists and the sources that provide them with important scoops about government abuse and dysfunction are working under unprecedented circumstances, to the point that federal legislation is warranted. First, some background: it is generally accepted that there are two periods in which subpoenas against the media have issued with the greatest frequency. The first period spanned the late 1960s and early 1970s. At the time, the war in Vietnam was raging and the Nixon Administration was growing concerned about increasing instability at home. The early months of the Nixon Administration ushered in a "rash of subpoenas," with "CBS and NBC alone receive[ing] 121..." In hearings before Congress in 1973 on the need for a federal shield law, the law's proponents testified that subpoenas against the media had recently...
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"assum[ed] epidemic proportions." Prosecutors and others had customarily treated the press differently from ordinary citizens when it came to issuing subpoenas, but that was no longer the case. As one newspaper editor recounted, "[w]e have become a lawyer's grab bag . . . We are subpoenaed [sic] in every conceivable kind of case, and we never know where the assault is going to come from." Furthermore, increased use of press subpoenas by the Justice Department and United States Attorneys emboldened state and local governments to engage in similar actions.

After a letup in the 1980s-and-90s, the number of subpoenas against the press rose again in the early 2000s, highlighted by a number of high-profile cases. Most notably, in 2005, FBI Special Counsel Patrick Fitzgerald subpoenaed several prominent Washington reporters to appear before a grand jury investigating the leak of the identity of former CIA operative Valerie Plame Wilson. When the reporters refused to comply, they were held in civil contempt. One of the reporters, Judith Miller of the New York Times, eventually spent eighty-five days behind bars before finally agreeing to testify after she secured a confidentiality waiver from her source, Scooter Libby. In 2006, two San Francisco Chronicle sportswriters, Lance Williams and Mark Fainaru-Wada, likewise grabbed headlines when they nearly landed in prison after refusing to identify the persons who leaked them secret grand jury testimony from Barry Bonds and other
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star professional athletes. Around the same time, two Privacy Act lawsuits involving the alleged leaks of personal information about two high-level government employees accused of criminal behavior led resulted in contempt proceedings after several prominent national security reporters refused to name the individuals responsible for the leaks.

Just as they had three decades before in the wake of Branzburg, media advocates and journalists took to Capitol Hill to decry the apparent surge of subpoenas against them, after the sponsors of a federal shield law proposal called them to testify on the merits of affording journalists added protection. Time’s then-editor-in-chief, Norman Pearlstine, described the rise in subpoenas as “a profound departure” from the prior practice, noting that the Nixon-era prosecutors never sought to reveal the identity of “Deep Throat.” The distinguished First Amendment lawyer Floyd Abrams echoed Pearlstine’s testimony. “In the last year and a half,” he explained, “more than 70 journalists and news organizations have been embroiled in battles with Federal prosecutors. Dozens have been asked to reveal their confidential sources.” Others testifying in favor of the privilege referred to the “more than two dozen reporters” who had been subpoenaed in federal court over the past few years. According to one attorney, the number of subpoenas on the press had one again approached “epidemic
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proportions.\textsuperscript{194}

Opponents of a federal shield law argue that point out that, aside from the self-serving statements of journalists, there is little firm evidence on how frequently the Government subpoenas members of the news media.\textsuperscript{195} The Department of Justice ("DOJ" or "Department") has contended that the doomsday scenario described by journalists is not accurate.\textsuperscript{196} In testimony before Congress in 2005, for example, a DOJ official explained that between 1991 and 2005, the Department issued just 12 subpoenas seeking access to confidential source information.\textsuperscript{197} Two years later in another Congressional hearing, the Department reiterated that it had a "record of restraint" in terms of issuing subpoenas on the press.\textsuperscript{198} Stressing its scrupulous adherence to its internal guidelines,\textsuperscript{199} which expressly limit the use of media subpoenas, the Department reported that the Attorney General had approved only 19 subpoenas seeking the identity of confidential sources since 1991, and that just four of those cases came after 2001.\textsuperscript{200}

The Department’s numbers, however, do not withstand scrutiny.\textsuperscript{201} First, the Department’s figures do not include subpoenas issued by special prosecutors, including
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those issued after the Valeria Plame incident. Second, journalists have pointed out that the figures offered by the Justice Department before Congress conflict with the Department’s prior reports. For example, a 2001 report stated that, the Department stated that the Attorney had authorized the use of eighty-eight subpoenas since 1991, with seventeen of those seeking information that could be used to identify a confidential source. Eight cases involved violations of the Department’s own guidelines. Another report, compiled by the nonprofit group Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press through Freedom of Information Act requests, indicates that in criminal cases, the Attorney General approved eighty-nine media subpoenas between 2001 and 2010. The DOJ Civil Rights Division issued three additional subpoenas, bringing the total to ninety-two.

The only in-depth study attempting to answer the “empirical question of subpoena frequency” further suggests that the DOJ is attempting to downplay the issue. While that study concluded that journalists might not be experiencing a drastic surge in subpoenas, as some supporters of a federal shield law had suggested before Congress, the study also found that there has been a definitive increase in both the number and effect of subpoenas between 2001 and 2006. In particular, ninety-one of the 761 media-organization respondents reported having received at least one federal
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subpoena in 2006.210 Sixteen media outlets reportedly received five or more subpoenas each.211 In total, respondents reported that 335 federal subpoenas were issued in 2006, which is nearly double the number reported in 2001.212 The DOJ Criminal Division alone issued seventy-five subpoenas.213 Large media outlets in major markets were the most likely to receive federal subpoenas.214 However, small-to-midsize organizations received them with some frequency, as well.215

Moreover, the Anderson Jones study found that there has been a clear increase in the number of subpoenas seeking confidential information.216 In 2001, two of the 823 subpoenas issued to the media sought the identity of a confidential source and another four subpoenas requested information that was otherwise confidential.217 By contrast, in 2006, there were ninety-seven reported instances involving subpoenas that sought confidential information.218 Forty-three of those sought to reveal the identity of confidential sources.219 In other words, the number of subpoenas seeking confidential information nearly quadrupled in five years.220

Since the Anderson Jones study was conducted, there has not been any letup. In fact, the Obama Administration has taken an incredibly hard line when it comes to prosecuting classified leaks, and journalists have suffered the collateral damage of that
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unprecedented crackdown.\textsuperscript{221} The Espionage Act of 1917,\textsuperscript{222} a law originally enacted to punish spies and critics of World War I who turned over sensitive information intending to harm the war effort, has been central to the Administration’s crackdown. Prior to 2008, the law had only been invoked three times.\textsuperscript{223} In its first five years alone, however, the Obama Administration has charged six government officials accused of leaking classified information to the media under the Act.\textsuperscript{224} In 2010, the DOJ accused former National Security Agency (“NSA”) Thomas Drake with retaining top-secret defense documents for the purpose of leaking them to a \textit{Baltimore Sun} reporter who eventually wrote a series of articles describing financial waste and dysfunction within the NSA.\textsuperscript{225} In 2011, CIA officer Jeffrey Sperling was indicted under the Act for disclosing national defense information to \textit{New York Times} reporter James Risen, which Risen used in drafting a chapter of his 2006 book “State of War.”\textsuperscript{226} In another recent case, the Obama DOJ went after former CIA agent John Kiriakou for sharing potentially damaging classified material to the press; he was eventually sentenced to two and a half years in prison.\textsuperscript{227}

It would be hard to argue that these prosecutions are not meant to chill government whistleblowers and the journalists who publish their stories. Indeed, the
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government does not even attempt to hide its motives. At Thomas Drake's sentencing hearing, at which the government sought to impose a $50,000 fine, the Assistant U.S. Attorney asked the judge to "send a message" to the intelligence community that a violation of its obligation to protect government information has real "meaning."\(^228\) Although the judge decided against imposing the requested fine, Drake's prosecution nonetheless cost him his job, his federal pension, and $80,000 in attorney fees.\(^229\) That message will probably not be lost on federal employees who need to put food on their families' tables.

The Administration is trying to send a message to journalists, as well. In the Sterling case, for instance, the Obama Justice Department subpoenaed \textit{Times} reporter James Risen, seeking access to the notes from his conversations with his source (who is believed to be Sterling).\(^230\) The district court recognized a qualified privilege and held that Risen's need to protect his source outweighed the government's need for the documents.\(^231\) The DOJ has appealed that decision to the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals. On appeal, the Department has taken the absolutist position that there is no "reporter's privilege" in any case -- always placing the words inside quotation marks -- and that Risen, as "the only eyewitness to the crime . . . is inextricably linked to the criminal conduct."\(^232\) Another leak investigation is currently underway that could result


\(^{229}\) Id. at 37.


\(^{231}\) Id. at 960.

in the Administration seeking to compel journalists to turn over their sources. In that case, the FBI is trying to determine who leaked information regarding an “underwear bomb” plot stemming from Yemen to the Associated Press. The leak purportedly led to the shutdown of an undercover operation inside the terror group Al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula. The White House has blamed the AP for the operation’s closing and warned that it fully supports efforts to prevent leaks like this from occurring again in the future. That means that the Administration’s crackdown against whistleblowers and the press who rely on them will likely continue throughout the rest of Obama’s second term. It also sends a clear message to journalists: work with government whistleblowers at your own peril.

This situation calls for new Congressional action. The Whistleblower Protection Enhancement Act of 2012, which significantly strengthened the protections given to federal government employees who report infractions of the law and gross mismanagement or abuse up the chain of command, is a step in the right direction. However, the Whistleblower Act specifically excludes employees working in national security and intelligence agencies and does not protect anyone who leaks information to the press, even if the employee has passed the information to their superiors and gotten rebuffed. Unfortunately, that is all too often the case, as government agencies are
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insular institutions that do not encourage their employees to voice their concerns.\textsuperscript{239} There is, thus, a gaping hole in the law that invites the executive branch to abuse power and then lawfully seek retribution against those who expose its abuses and the journalists who help to tell their stories. A carefully drafted federal shield law, which also protects whistleblowers from prosecution when they reveal information to the press honestly intending to serve the public’s interest, would help to close that gap.

B. Congress Should Bring Uniformity to this Area of the Law

As the law now stands, a journalist’s ability to protect the identity of his source in a judicial proceeding depends entirely on the jurisdiction in which the proceeding is brought. For example, suppose that a confidential source reveals information related to a criminal conspiracy based in Washington, D.C. Because the conspiracy involves potential violations of D.C. and federal law, the local police department and the FBI are conducting simultaneous investigations. If the authorities decide to bring the case in federal court, our hypothetical reporter would be out of luck, as the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals generally requires disclosure.\textsuperscript{240} If, however, the charges are filed in the D.C. court system, the D.C. shield law would apply and the reporter and his source would be protected.\textsuperscript{241}

This hypothetical highlights the problem with the current state of the law. A federal policy that allows journalists to be jailed for engaging in the same conduct that the state shield laws actually promote undermines the policy judgments of nearly all of
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the states.\textsuperscript{242} The same is true with regard to the judicial determinations of a majority of the courts of appeals. The lack of a coherent federal standard leads to immeasurable uncertainty as to whether a meaningful promise of confidentiality can be made.\textsuperscript{243} Any state's promise of confidentiality would prove hollow if the source knew that a federal court would not be required to honor the journalist's promise.\textsuperscript{244} It thus becomes less likely that a source will cooperate, and a chilling effect results. Indeed, as the Supreme Court has recognized, "[people] must be able to predict with some degree of certainty whether particular discussions will be protected. An uncertain privilege . . . is little better than no privilege at all."\textsuperscript{245}

Congress should stop waiting for the courts and the states to sort this issue out on their own and should instead end the confusion by finally passing a federal shield law. The Supreme Court seems to have no problem with the current state of law. The Court has not engaged in any significant discussion on the issue since \textit{Branzburg}, and it denied certiorari in the Judith Miller case.\textsuperscript{246} Furthermore, after \textit{Branzburg}, the success journalists achieved in pressing for a judicially created privilege helped to dampen the calls for a federal shield law.\textsuperscript{247} Now, however, with the courts retreating, Congress may present journalists with their best hope for obtaining uniform, lasting protection.

Congress is also the more appropriate institution to undertake the task of
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creating a workable journalist privilege. That most of the states have enacted statutory shield laws indicates that the issue is not well suited for judicial treatment.\textsuperscript{248} In particular, Congress is better able to consider the benefits of adopting one definition of journalist over another.\textsuperscript{249} It is also more capable of balancing the "competing interests – prosecuting criminal acts versus constricting the flow of information to the public – that inform any reporter's privilege . . . ."\textsuperscript{250} Furthermore, Congress has already determined that certain disclosures of classified information purportedly jeopardize national security to such an extent that they constitute felonies. A journalist privilege that covers illegal disclosures would conflict with those federal laws by essentially providing leakers with immunity from prosecution. That is, if the journalist – the only eyewitness to the crime – can refuse to identity the leaker, the prosecution might be unable to ever identify the source. Congress, and not the courts, should determine whether public policy supports creating such an exemption from its criminal laws.

IV. Challenges in Drafting a Workable Federal Shield Law

Although Congress is more capable of creating a workable journalist privilege than the courts, its task will not be an easy one. As the preceding discussion makes clear, legislators will have to overcome a number of challenges in order to create a shield law that effectively promotes the policy underlying the privilege – preserving journalist-source relationships and maintaining the flow of important news to the public – while also taking into consideration the public's strong interest in obtaining evidence relevant
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to a criminal investigation or other legal proceeding. Fortunately, because forty states and dozens of courts have already undertaken that balancing test, Congress will not be without guidance.

This section will elucidate some of the challenges that Congress will face, specifically focusing on the difficulties of creating a definition of “journalist” and deciding the scope of the privilege. It will also attempt to offer solutions to those challenges that best comport with the spirit of the privilege.

A. Who is a Journalist?

In Branzburg, the Supreme Court presciently observed how difficult it would be to decide who qualifies for protection under a journalist privilege.\(^{251}\) Rapid advances in technology and the rise of new media and citizen journalism have only compounded this problem.\(^{252}\) In fact, much has been made about whether the privilege should extend to a pajama-clad blogger typing away in his parents basement.\(^{253}\) Congress’ inability to resolve that question probably led to the failure of the last federal shield law proposal.\(^{254}\) If, however, the privilege is to serve its stated purpose, the definition of covered entity should extend far enough to cover that much-maligned blogger.

The approach adopted by most of the states, which ties coverage to employment
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with an established media outlet like a newspaper or television or radio station, is overly narrow in light of the changing media landscape. Because technology is constantly changing, the medium of communication used should not determine whether the privilege applies. Congress’ most recent attempt to define “journalist” is likewise too restrictive in that it limits coverage to a person who gathers news “for a substantial portion of the person’s livelihood or for substantial financial gain.” Most bloggers and non-traditional journalists would fall outside that definition because blogging is not their primary source of income. Indeed, many freelancers who are not employed full-time would also be unprotected.

These definitions further ignore the important role that non-traditional journalists and bloggers serve in today’s society. The Internet has broken down the barriers that once substantially limited the number of people who could publish information for public consumption. As a result, more and more people are contributing to the national dialogue each day. As of July 2011, there were 164 million blogs worldwide, with about half of those coming from the United States. The derisive image of the pajama-clad blogger invoked by Judge Sentelle in Miller does not entirely reflect who is behind all those blogs. While “hobbyists” do make up the bulk of the blogosphere, the number of professional bloggers is growing. More importantly, “the creativity, knowledge, and expertise of bloggers often dwarf that of journalists in
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traditional media outlets.”262 Today, bloggers and other non-traditional journalists produce original content. They break important news stories.263 And they lead the dialogue on important issues of public concern, probably even more so than small-town newspapers or the 6 o’clock news.264 Thus, any federal shield law should explicitly include blogs and other non-traditional media within its coverage.

Organizations like WikiLeaks present another problem entirely. WikiLeaks essentially operates as a conduit between confidential sources and the public, passing along leaked materials without making any editorial judgments.265 The organization considers what it does is “journalism” and considers itself a media outlet.266 However, because WikiLeaks merely dumps documents on the public and does not engage in “investigative journalism” in the traditional sense, it would probably not fall within any of the definitions of “journalist” adopted by the states or the federal courts of appeals.267

Under this paper’s proposal, the News Media Confidentiality Act of 2013, that is not the case. Instead, the proposal recognizes that over the past few years, WikiLeaks has played an important role in the “ecosystem of journalism.”268 Traditional media outlets, including the New York Times and The Guardian, have relied heavily on documents it obtained in reporting several major stories, such as the abuses at Guantanamo Bay.269 Protecting the Times from having to identify its sources but not protecting the entity that actually obtained the information would not promote the
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general purposes of the privilege: to protect the free flow of information by prohibiting the government from turning the press into its investigative arm.\textsuperscript{270} The privilege should, therefore, extend to organizations that, although not technically journalists, nonetheless gather information for dissemination to the public.

While the privilege must be broad enough to cover non-traditional journalists and other entities that have become vital to the way the public consumes information and learns about important issues, there still must be limits. My proposal strikes the proper balance by adopting the intent-based standard adopted by the Third Circuit Court of Appeals in \textit{In re Madden}.\textsuperscript{271} This test is consistent with the purpose underlying the privilege, which is designed to promote the dissemination of information to the public no matter where that information is coming from. The focus should be on whether the person claiming protection under the statute intended to disseminate the information to the public at the start of the newsgathering process, and not whether he is employed by an established media outlet or gaining a livelihood from their work. However, to prevent sources and “journalists” from being able to quickly set up a blog and claim the privilege in order to frustrate legitimate investigative efforts, the News Media Confidentiality Act also incorporates a “periodicity” requirement.\textsuperscript{272} In order to invoke the privilege, the individual must regularly or periodically write for or otherwise contribute to a media outlet (which includes blogs).\textsuperscript{273}

The Act’s definition of covered entity also contains a provision for organizations like WikiLeaks. This subsection covers any entity that receives information related to a
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matter of public concern or government abuse from a confidential source and intends to disseminate that information to the public or other covered entities for their use, with or without adding value to the content. Information pertains to a matter of public concern if it relates to an issue of political or social to the community or nation, as a whole.\textsuperscript{274} The definition of "government abuse" is borrowed from the Whistleblower Protection Enhancement Act of 2012.\textsuperscript{275} To be sure, this definition is broad, but it is not without limits. The entity must still intend to pass the information to the public. For example, the privilege would not apply if the entity received sensitive materials related to government dysfunction and intended to pass it along to a foreign enemy. It would also exclude purely private matters.

In sum, contrary to most of the existing state statutes and the most recent bills considered in Congress, the proposal adopts a broad definition of the term "journalist." Ultimately, a court will be forced to engage in a fact-intensive inquiry to determine whether the intent and periodicity requirements are met, focusing on whether extending or denying coverage to a particular individual will serve the underlying aims of the privilege.

B. Absolute vs. Qualified?

In adopting a federal shield law, Congress should reject the balancing test incorporated into the most recent Congressional proposals and adopted in several of the states. As the Supreme Court has recognized, "[m]aking the promise of confidentiality
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contingent upon a trial judge’s later evaluation of the relative importance of the patient's interest in privacy and the evidentiary need for disclosure would eviscerate the effectiveness of the privilege."\textsuperscript{276} This is especially true with regard to the journalist privilege. The government is prone to exaggerate threats to "national security," and courts have become increasingly willing to hold that a purported interest in maintaining security outweighs a reporter’s interest in preserving confidentiality with her sources.\textsuperscript{277}

Instead of making the existence of the privilege dependent on the outcome of an easily overcome balancing test, the privilege should apply in every cases but contain narrow exceptions that serve important societal interests. The Senate’s most recent attempt at a federal shield is a good starting point.\textsuperscript{278} First, the privilege should not apply when a journalist observes criminal or tortious conduct. Second, there should be an exception in circumstances where death or substantial bodily harm may occur in the absence of the journalist’s testimony. Third, the privilege should be inapplicable if a court finds that the evidence is necessary to prevent an imminent, significant and articulable threat to national security. Finally, insofar as the privilege might encourage people to set up "sham" websites or blogs in order to avoid a subpoena, Congress should recognize an exception for an individual who publishes information online for the first time around the same time he receives a subpoena and who cannot demonstrate that he would have published the information so in the absence of the subpoena.\textsuperscript{279}
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Any federal shield law should also contain a special provision for leaks of classified information relating to matters of public concern or uncovering government abuse. Even though leaks to the press “have become an essential means by which the public learns about government activities,”\textsuperscript{280} whistleblowers are woefully under-protected. Under the current whistleblower laws, even if a government employee is repeatedly rebuffed in his efforts to pass information of government abuse or dysfunction up the chain of command, he is unprotected if he goes to the press with the information.\textsuperscript{281} The proposed federal shield law would correct that by excluding certain leaks of classified information from the crime/tort exception. That is, that exception will not apply if the crime at issue is the leak of supposedly classified information. Borrowing the definition of “covered disclosure” from the Whistleblower Protection Act,\textsuperscript{282} a journalist could not be compelled to testify under the News Media Confidentiality Act if he demonstrates that that the leak came from a federal employee who “reasonably believes” the leak shows “a violation of any law, rule, or regulation” or “gross mismanagement, a gross waste of funds, an abuse of authority, or a substantial and specific danger to public health or safety.”\textsuperscript{283} This provision would give a federal employee the option of either complying with the Whistleblower Protection Act or, if he believes that such attempts will be futile, going to the press and still being protected.

Furthermore, the special whistleblower provision would not unreasonably frustrate
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the government’s ability to prosecute legitimate leak cases.\textsuperscript{284} The federal government has only recently started to subpoena reporters in leak investigations, and it has failed to show that there are not alternative means of successfully prosecuting such cases.\textsuperscript{285} The government might have “to work a bit harder to identify the leakers,”\textsuperscript{286} but that is a small price to pay for encouraging more government whistleblowers to come forward.

V. Conclusion

The Supreme Court’s landmark decision in \textit{Branzburg v. Hayes}\textsuperscript{287} ushered in 40 years of uncertainty with respect to the existence of a journalist privilege at the federal level. The courts of appeals have done their best to distinguish \textit{Branzburg} into oblivion, but the unfortunate result has been a lack of uniformity among the circuits that undermines the very purpose the privilege is meant to promote. Worse yet, though the courts of appeals once seemed destined to continue expanding the scope of the privilege, that trend has clearly reversed in the last ten years. The government’s propensity to play the “national security” card and the Obama Administration’s crackdown against leaks of purportedly classified information signals that the trend is not likely to swing in the other direction any time soon. The number of subpoenas issued against the press, which are already at an all-time high, will likely continue to rise.

With the Supreme Court unlikely to address these issues any time soon, Congress should take up the cause. This paper’s proposal, albeit aspirational and broader in scope than anything that Congress would likely ever pass, provides the proper
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framework for doing so. It would enable anyone intending to disseminate important information to the public to make a meaningful “guarantee of confidentiality,” and thereby allow journalists to function to the fullest extent of their abilities and the press to remain free from potentially disruptive government intrusion.\textsuperscript{288}
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Appendix A: Final Text of the Proposed Statute

A BILL

To maintain the free flow of information to the public by providing that communications between covered entities associated with the news media and their confidential sources are exempt from disclosure in federal judicial proceedings.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

This Act may be cited as the ‘News Media Confidentiality Act of 2013’.

SEC. 2. COMPELLED DISCLOSURE FROM COVERED ENTITIES

(a) Exemption of Newsgathering Persons from Disclosing Identity of Confidential Sources – In any legal proceeding arising under Federal law, before any court or grand jury, a Federal court may not compel a covered entity to disclose any information or documents that could reveal the identity of a confidential source or any information or document that a reasonable person could expect to lead to the discovery of the identity of a confidential source.

(b) Exemption of Newsgathering Persons from Providing Testimony or Producing Documents Related to Newsgathering – In any legal proceeding arising under Federal law, before any court or grand jury, a Federal court may not compel a covered entity to provide testimony or produce any document related to information obtained or created by a covered person while engaging in journalism, unless a court determines by a preponderance of the evidence, after providing notice and an opportunity to be heard to such covered person—

(1) that the party seeking to compel production of such testimony or document has exhausted all reasonable alternative sources (other than the covered person) of the testimony or document;

(2) that—

(A) in a criminal investigation or prosecution, based on information obtained from a person other than the covered person—

(i) there are reasonable grounds to believe that a crime has occurred; and (ii) the testimony or document sought is critical to the investigation or prosecution or to the defense against the prosecution; or
(B) in a matter other than a criminal investigation or prosecution, the party seeking to compel disclosure demonstrates that the testimony or document sought is critical to the party's claim or defense; and

(3) that the public interest in compelling disclosure of the testimony or document outweighs the public interest in gathering or disseminating news or information.

(c) Limitations on Disclosure - If the court compels disclosure under subsection (b), it shall ensure that the disclosure is—

(1) not be overbroad, unreasonable, or oppressive and, as appropriate, be limited to the purpose of verifying published information or describing any surrounding circumstances relevant to the accuracy of the such published information; and

(2) narrowly tailored in subject matter and period of time.

(d) Rule of Construction- The court shall not construe this Act as applying to civil defamation, slander, or libel claims or defenses arising under State law, regardless of whether the claims or defenses are raised in a State or Federal court.

SEC. 3. COMPELLED DISCLOSURE FROM COMMUNICATIONS SERVICE PROVIDERS.

(a) Conditions for Compelled Disclosure- When testimony or a document is sought from a communications service provider with whom the covered entity has engaged in a business transaction, section 2 shall apply to the testimony or document in the same manner that the section applies to any testimony or document sought from a covered entity.

(b) Notice and Opportunity Provided to Covered Entities - A court may compel the testimony or disclosure of a document under this section only after the party seeking the testimony or document provides the covered entity that is a party to the business transaction described in subsection (a)—

(1) notice of the subpoena or other compulsory request for the testimony or disclosure from the communications service provider not later than the time when the subpoena or request is issued to the communications service provider; and

(2) an opportunity to be heard before the court before the testimony or disclosure is compelled.

(c) Exception to Notice Requirement- Notice under subsection (b)(1) may be delayed
only if the court determines by clear and convincing evidence that providing notice would pose a substantial threat to the integrity of a criminal investigation.

SEC. 4. EXCEPTIONS

(a) A court may compel disclosure of any information or document protected from disclosure under section (2), including the identity of a confidential source, if the party seeking the information or document establishes by a preponderance of the evidence that:

(1) the information or document was obtained through the eyewitness observation of criminal or tortious conduct by the covered entity or any of its agents or employees, except this subsection shall not apply –

   (i) if substantially similar information can reasonably be obtained by alternative means; or

   (ii) if the alleged criminal conduct is the act of disclosing the information or document at issue to the covered entity, in which case section 5 shall apply.

(2) disclosure of the information or document is necessary to prevent imminent death or severe bodily injury; or

(3) disclosure of the information or document is necessary to prevent –

   (A) an imminent act of terrorism against the United States of America, or

   (B) other imminent and significant harm to national security that outweighs the covered entity’s interest in maintaining confidentiality.

(b) Section 2 shall not apply if the court determines by a preponderance of the evidence that the party claiming the protections of this Act –

(1) published or broadcasted information in any medium for the first time immediately before or after receiving a subpoena or other compulsory request for documents or information; and

(2) that cannot demonstrate that it would have published or broadcasted the information even if the subpoena or other compulsory request had not been issued.

SEC. 5. WHISTLEBLOWER PROTECTIONS

(a) Notwithstanding section 4(a)(1), the court may not compel a covered entity to
disclose the identity of a confidential source in a criminal investigation or prosecution of a person who unlawfully disclosed properly classified information, if the covered entity establishes that –

(1) the confidential source is a ‘covered employee’ under the Whistleblower Protection Act (5 U.S.C. § 2302(a)(2)(B)); and

(2) the information obtained from the confidential source relates to a matter of public concern or uncovers government abuse.

(b) Even if the requirements of subsection (a) are not met, the court may not compel disclosure of the identity of a confidential source unless it finds by a preponderance of the evidence –

(1) that the party seeking to disclose the identity of the confidential source has exhausted all reasonable alternative sources (other than the covered entity) of identifying the source; and

(2) that the public’s interest in disclosure of the identity of the confidential source outweighs the covered entity’s interest in maintaining confidentiality.

(c) The court shall conduct an in camera of the information or documents involved in order to make its determination under subsection (a).

(c) Even if the requirements of subsection (a) are not met, the court may not compel disclosure of the identity of a confidential source unless it finds by a preponderance of the evidence –

(1) the party seeking to disclose the identity of the confidential source has exhausted all reasonable alternative sources (other than the covered entity) of identifying the source.

SEC. 6. DEFINITIONS.

In this Act, the following words and phrases shall have the meanings ascribed to them in this section:

(1) COMMUNICATIONS SERVICE PROVIDER—The term ‘communications service provider’—

(A) means any person that transmits information of the customer’s choosing by electronic means; and

(B) includes a telecommunications carrier, an information service provider, an interactive computer service provider, and an information content provider (as such terms are defined in sections
3 and 230 of the Communications Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C. 153, 230)).

(2) COVERED ENTITY - The term ‘covered entity’ means –

(A) a person who regularly or periodically –

(i) engages in investigative journalism,

(ii) gathers news, and

(iii) intends at the inception of the newsgathering process to disseminate the information to the public; and

(B) a person or entity that –

(i) receives information or documents relating to a matter of ‘public concern’ or ‘government abuse’ from a third party, and

(ii) intends to disseminate the information or document to the public or to another covered entity under this Act, without regard to whether the person or entity engages in investigative journalism or otherwise writes, edits or alters the information before disseminating it to the public or other covered entity; and

(C) the supervisors, employees, agents, or affiliates of a covered entities defined in subsections (B) and (C).

The determination of whether a person is a ‘covered entity’ shall be made without reference to –

(A) whether the person derives a substantial portion of the person’s livelihood engaging in investigative journalism or gathering news; and

(B) whether the person is employed by or connected with a newspaper, magazine, or other periodical publication; radio broadcasting or television station; or any other established medium of communications.

The term ‘covered entity’ shall not include—

(A) any person who is a foreign power or an agent of a foreign power, as such terms are defined in section 101 of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of 1978 (50 U.S.C. 1801);
(B) any organization designated by the Secretary of State as a foreign terrorist organization in accordance with section 219 of the Immigration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1189);

(C) any person included on the Annex to Executive Order No. 13224, of September 23, 2001, and any other person identified under section 1 of that Executive order whose property and interests in property are blocked by that section;

(D) any person who is a specially designated terrorist, as that term is defined in section 595.311 of title 31, Code of Federal Regulations (or any successor thereto); or

(E) any terrorist organization, as that term is defined in section 212(a)(3)(B)(vi)(II) of the Immigration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1182(a)(3)(B)(vi)(II)).

(3) DOCUMENT- The term ‘document’ means writings, recordings, and photographs, as those terms are defined by Federal Rule of Evidence 1001 (28 U.S.C. App.).

(4) JOURNALISM - The term ‘journalism’ means the gathering, preparing, collecting, photographing, recording, writing, editing, reporting, or publishing of news or information that concerns local, national, or international events or other matters of public concern for dissemination to the public.

(5) PUBLIC CONCERN - Information pertains to a matter of ‘public concern’ if it relates to a matter of political, social or other concern for the community, state or country.

(6) GOVERNMENT ABUSE – The term ‘government abuse’ means information that evidences a violation of any law, rule, or regulation; or gross mismanagement, a gross waste of funds, an abuse of authority, or a substantial and specific danger to public health or safety.
Appendix B: Original Content in Statute

A BILL

that communications between covered entities associated with the news media and their confidential sources are exempt from disclosure in federal judicial proceedings.

SECTION 1.

‘News Media Confidentiality Act of 2013’

SEC. 2. ENTITIES

Exemption of Newsgathering Persons from Disclosing Identity of Confidential Sources - In any legal proceeding arising under Federal law, before any court or grand jury, a . . . entity . . . any information or documents that could reveal the identity of a confidential source or any information or document that a reasonable person could expect to lead to the discovery of the identity of a confidential source.

(b) Exemption of Newsgathering Persons from Providing Testimony or Producing Documents Related to Newsgathering – In any legal proceeding arising under Federal law, before any court or grand jury, a Federal court may not compel a covered entity to provide testimony or produce . . . while . . .

(1)

(2)

(A)

(B) the party seeking to compel disclosure demonstrates that . . . the party’s claim or defense; and

(3) testimony

(c) Disclosure - If the court compels disclosure under subsection (b), it shall ensure that the disclosure is

(d) The court . . . not . . . this Act . . . arising . . .

SEC. 3.

(a) When . . . is sought from a communications service provider with whom the covered entity has engaged in a business transaction . . . the . . . the . . . entity

(b) Entities – the testimony or . . . entity that
(c) providing

SEC. 4. EXCEPTIONS

(a) A court may compel disclosure of any information or document protected from disclosure under section (2), including the identity of a confidential source, if the party seeking the information or document establishes by a preponderance of the evidence that:

(1) the information or document was obtained through the eyewitness observation of criminal or tortious conduct by the covered entity or any of its agents or employees, except this subsection shall not apply –

(i) if substantially similar information can reasonably be obtained by alternative means; or

(ii) if the alleged criminal conduct is the act of disclosing the information or document at issue to the covered entity, in which case section 5 shall apply.

(2) disclosure of the information or document is necessary to prevent imminent death or severe bodily injury; or

(3) disclosure of the information or document is necessary to prevent –

(A) an imminent act of terrorism against the United States of America, or

(B) other imminent and significant harm to national security that outweighs the covered entity’s interest in maintaining confidentiality.

(b) Section 2 shall not apply if the court determines by a preponderance of the evidence that the party claiming the protections of this Act –

(1) published or broadcasted information in any medium for the first time immediately before or after receiving a subpoena or other compulsory request for documents or information; and

(2) that cannot demonstrate that it would have published or broadcasted the information even if the subpoena or other compulsory request had not been issued.

SEC. 5. WHISTEBLOower PROTECTIONS

(a) Notwithstanding section 4(a)(1), the court may not compel a covered entity to disclose the identity of a confidential source in a criminal investigation or
prosecution of a person who unlawfully disclosed properly classified information, if the covered entity establishes that –

(1) the confidential source is a ‘covered employee’ under the Whistleblower Protection Act, 5 U.S.C. § 2302(a)(2)(B); and

(2) the information obtained from the confidential source relates to a matter of public concern or uncovers government abuse.

(b) Even if the requirements of subsection (a) are not met, the court may not compel disclosure of the identity of a confidential source unless it finds by a preponderance of the evidence –

(1) that the party seeking to disclose the identity of the confidential source has exhausted all reasonable alternative sources (other than the covered entity) of identifying the source; and

(2) that the public’s interest in disclosure of the identity of the confidential source outweighs the covered entity’s interest in maintaining confidentiality.

(c) The court shall conduct an in camera of the information or documents involved in order to make its determination under subsection (a).

(c) Even if the requirements of subsection (a) are not met, the court may not compel disclosure of the identity of a confidential source unless it finds by a preponderance of the evidence –

(1) the party seeking to disclose the identity of the confidential source has exhausted all reasonable alternative sources (other than the covered entity) of identifying the source.

SEC. 6.

the following words and phrases shall have the meanings ascribed to them in this section:

(1)

(2) Entity – entity . . .

(A) a person who regularly or periodically –

(i) engages in investigative journalism,

(ii) gathers news, and
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(iii) intends at the inception of the newsgathering process to disseminate the information to the public; and

(B) a person or entity that –

(i) receives information or documents relating to a matter of ‘public concern’ or ‘government abuse’ from a third party, and

(ii) intends to disseminate the information or document to the public or to another covered entity under this Act, without regard to whether the person or entity engages in investigative journalism or otherwise writes, edits or alters the information before disseminating it to the public or other covered entity; and

(C) the supervisors, employees, agents, or affiliates of a covered entities defined in subsections (B) and (C).

The determination of whether a person is a ‘covered entity’ shall be made without reference to –

(A) whether the person derives a substantial portion of the person’s livelihood engaging in investigative journalism or gathering news; and

(B) whether the person is employed by or connected with a newspaper, magazine, or other periodical publication; radio broadcasting or television station; or any other established medium of communications.

The . . . ‘covered entity’ . . .

(3)

(4) concern

(5) PUBLIC CONCERN - Information pertains to a matter of ‘public concern’ if it relates to a matter of political, social or other concern for the community, state or country.

(6) GOVERNMENT ABUSE – The term ‘government abuse’ means information that evidences –

(A) a violation of any law, rule, or regulation; or

(B) gross mismanagement, a gross waste of funds, an abuse of authority, or a substantial and specific danger to public health or safety.